Project Management Institute 2021-08-01 PMBOK® Guide is the go-to resource for project management professionals. This book describes how to plan, execute, and control projects — from project initiation through project closure — for successful projects. The Fifth Edition describes the latest processes for project success in both new and updated sections, including risk management, risk response planning, and quality planning. The book is divided into nine parts: Introduction, Knowledge Areas, Process Groups, Additional Resources, Appendices, and Online Resources. The Fifth Edition includes new processes for planning, monitoring, and controlling projects. It also includes new content on project governance, project management processes, and project management practices. The book is available in three formats: hardcover, digital, and e-book. The hardcover book is the most comprehensive format, providing the full text of the Fifth Edition. The digital and e-book formats are more portable and can be accessed on a variety of devices. The book is written for project managers, project team members, and anyone who wants to improve their project management skills.

Business Analysis for Practitioners Project Management Institute 2013-01-01 Business Analysis for Practitioners: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) Fifth Edition is the official PMI resource that describes how to perform business analysis for project managers. The book is divided into four parts: Introduction, Knowledge Areas, Process Groups, and Additional Resources. The book is written for practicing project managers, business analysts, and anyone involved in project management. The book is available in three formats: hardcover, digital, and e-book. The hardcover book is the most comprehensive format, providing the full text of the Fifth Edition. The digital and e-book formats are more portable and can be accessed on a variety of devices. The book is written for project managers, business analysts, and anyone involved in project management. The book is available in three formats: hardcover, digital, and e-book. The hardcover book is the most comprehensive format, providing the full text of the Fifth Edition. The digital and e-book formats are more portable and can be accessed on a variety of devices. The book is written for project managers, business analysts, and anyone involved in project management.
management professionals in the engineering, manufacturing and construction sectors. Covers all hard and soft topics in both theory and practice for the newly revised PMP and APMP qualification exams, along with the latest revision of BS 6079 standard on project management in the construction industry. Written by a qualified PMP exam accreditors and guided by online Q&A resources for self-studying Fundamentals of Project Management James P. Lewis 2002 Updated concepts and tools to set up project plans, schedule work, monitor progress and consistently achieve desired project results in today's time-based and cost-conscious global business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent expectations are the norm. This classic book provides businesspeople with an excellent introduction to project management, supplying sound, basic information (along with updated tools and techniques) to understand and master the complexities and nuances of project management. Clear and down-to-earth, this step-by-step guide explains how to effectively spearhead every stage of a project from developing the goals and objectives to managing the project team and making project management work in any company. This updated second edition includes: * New material on the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) * Do's and don'ts of implementing scheduling software* Coverage of the PMP certification offered by the Project Management Institute® * Updated information on developing problem statements and mission statements* Techniques for implementing today's project management technologies in any organization in any industry. Project Management Harold Kerzner 2013 01 22 A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to include more than 100 cases plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project Case Studies are an important part of project management education and training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case Studies features a number of new cases covering value measurement in project management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which covers all aspects of project management and maybe used as a case study for a course. This new edition: Contains 100- plus case studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful and poor implementation of project management Represents a wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, finance and banking, and telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international project management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project management Follows and supports preparation for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students, as well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference, Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. PMBOK Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc. Fundamentals of Project Management 2011/08/11 The Certified Quality Engineer Handbook Rachel Silverstill 2007 01 25 A comprehensive reference manual to the Certified Quality Engineer Body of Knowledge and study guide for the CQE exam. Construction Project Scheduling and Control Saleh A. Mudarak 2010 10 26 An easy-to-follow guide to the theory and practice of project scheduling and control No matter how large or small the construction project, an efficient, well-thought-out schedule is crucial to achieving success. The schedule manages all aspects of a job, such as adjusting staff requirements at various stages, overseeing materials deliveries and equipment needs, organizing inspections, and estimating time needs for curing and settling—all of which requires a deep understanding on the part of the scheduler. Written by a career construction professional, Construction Project Scheduling and Control, Second Edition has been fully revised with up-to-date coverage detailing all the steps needed to devise a technologically advanced schedule geared toward streamlining the construction process. Solved and unsolved exercises reinforce learning, while an overview of industry standard computer software sets the tone for further study. Some of the features in this Second Edition include: Focus on pre-cast networks as a viable solution to scheduling, the main part of project control The concepts of Dynamic Milestone Lag, a new CPM technique developed by the author A new chapter on schedule risk management By combining basic fundamentals with advanced techniques alongside the robust analysis of theory to enhance real-world applications, Construction Project Scheduling and Control is an ideal companion for students and professionals looking to formulate a schedule for a time-crunched industry in need of better ways to oversee projects. PMP Exam Cram Michael Solomon 2014 10 24 PMP Exam Cram, Fifth Edition Project Management Professional Covers the PMBOK Fifth Edition and 2013 Exam PMP Exam Cram, Fifth Edition is the perfect study guide to help you pass the 2013 PMP Exam, it provides coverage and practice questions for every exam topic. The book contains an extensive set of preparation tools such as quizzes and Exam Alerts, while the CD-ROM provides real-time practice and feedback with a 200-question test engine. Covers the critical information you’ll need to know to score higher on your exam! --Approach the project management process from PMI’s views on project management. Understand the project management framework. --Properly initiate projects --Understand the project planning process. --Complete the planned project work --Monitor project work and make necessary changes --Close projects CD Features 200 Practice Questions! Detailed explanations of correct and incorrect answers -Multiple test modes -Random questions and order of answers -Coverage of each PMP exam topic Pearson IT Certification Practice Test minimum system requirements: Windows XP (SP3), Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7, or Windows 8 Professional; Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client; Pentium class 1GHz processor (or equivalent); 512MB RAM; 60MB hard disk space plus 50MB for each downloaded practice exam; access to the Internet to register and download exam databases Head First PMP Jennifer Greene 2013 12 18 Now updated for the 2016 PMP exam Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK® Guide, (Fifth Version), in a unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP. This book helps you prepare for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. You’ll find a full-length sample exam included inside the book. More than just proof of passing a test, a PMP certification means that you have the knowledge to solve most common project problems. But studying for a difficult four-hour exam on project management isn’t easy, even for experienced project managers. Drawing on the latest research in neurobiology, cognitive science, and learning theory, Head First PMP offers you a multi-sensory experience that helps the material stick, not a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. This book will help you: Learn PMBOK’s underlying concepts to help you understand the PMBOK principles and pass the certification exam with flying colors Get 100% coverage of the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide, Fifth Edition Make use of a thorough and effective preparation guide with hundreds of practice questions and exam strategies Explore the material through puzzles, games, problems, and exercises that make learning easy and entertaining Head First PMP puts project management principles into context to help you understand, remember, and apply them—not just on the exam, but also on the job.